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WikiSuite | Cyrus data (IMAP/JMAP mailboxes, but perhaps also Contacts and Events) to be accessible to Elasticsearch and Tiki

Cyrus data (IMAP/JMAP mailboxes, but perhaps also Contacts and Events) to be accessible to Elasticsearch and Tiki

Status
● Open

Description
Cyrus data (IMAP/JMAP mailboxes, but perhaps also Contacts and Events) to be accessible to Elasticsearch and Tiki

Reported by
Marc Laporte

Priority
3

Area
Tiki Wiki CMS Groupware
Elasticsearch

Details
So users can search in their webmail via Tiki search.

https://doc.tiki.org/Federated-Search

Related
● Files on disk (can be in ClearOS's FlexShare and or Syncthing) to be accessible to Elasticsearch and Tiki
● Openfire XMPP chat and video logs to be searchable, and accessible to Tiki
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